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and sheep were competitive or supplementary, depending on 
the region. Beef cattle production should be based on 
knowledge and realities of the market for beef. 

Attention should also be given to the removal of impediments, 
e.g. high costs of securing excessive hygienic standards in dis
ease free zones, the limitations of marketing in communal 
regions and non-consumer oriented abattoirs. Furthermore, the 
provision of extension services, infrastructure, credit, disease 
control and new innovations which presently impact negatively 
on the beef industry in Namibia should be addressed through a 
coherent and consumer oriented national beef strategy in both 
the communal and the commercial regions. Traditional prac
tices should not be hastily discarded, but evaluated in terms of 
social benefits, environmental interactions, basic needs, etc. 

Note 

Based on a MSc (Agric) dissertation in Agricultural 
Economics at the University of Pretoria. 
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Abstract 

A. survey of co~munal clubs serviced by the Africa Co-operative Action Trust (ACAT) in KwaZulu during 1989 is used to identify at
tributes and savings behaviour of club ?'embers. Discriminant analysis shOW& that garden club members tend to have higher on-farm in
come per household member and receive more KwaZulu Department of Agriculture (KDA) extension input than savings club members. 
Members who belong solely to a savings club receive more ACAT training and tend to be further from infrastructural amenities. Garden 
clubs can assist rural dcvetoi:i~cnt by encouraging surplus production for sale and focusing KDA extension efforts. Savings clubs improve 
access of rural people to trammg and farm inputs. Club savings increase during the pre-planting season (August to November) when in
put pun:hascs are made: Post-planting savings arc much lower, indicating allocation of funds to alternative uses (reduced incentive to 
sav~ un.111 next pre-plant mg season?, These patterns suggest that members use savings clubs to obtain inputs rather than as typical savings 
m~t1tut1o~s. Total r~al ann~al savt?l!;S and withdrawals in savings clubs fell between 1985 and 1987, due to a fall in average club member
ship. This was associated with dcchnmg real annual ACAT-KwaZulu operating budgets which reduced ACAT staff visits to clubs and as
sistance with input deliveries. 

Uittreksel 

Eienskappe en spaargedrag van ACAT-klublede in KwaZulu 

·~ O~namc van gemccnskapsklubs wat in 1989 dcur die Africa Co-operative Action Trust(ACAT) in KwaZulu bcdicn is, word gcbruik om 
dac c1enskappe en spaargedrag van klublcdc tc idcntifisccr. Diskriminant ontlcding toon dat tuinklublcde gewoonlik 'n h~r op-die
plaas-inkomstc per gesinslid het en mccr voorligting van die KwaZulu sc Dcpartcmcnt van Landbou (KDA) ontvang as wat die gcval is 
met spaarklublede. Lcdc wat uitsluitlik aan 'n spaarklub bchoort, ontvang mccr ACA T-oplciding en is mcestal verdcr wcg van infrastruk
turel~ ~ericwc.. Tuinklubs kan landelike ontwikkcling aanhclp dcur surplusproduksic vir vcrkopc aan te moedig en KDA
voorhgtmgspogmgs te _fokus. Spaarklu?s vc.rbctcr die toegang van landclikc mcnsc tot opleiding en tandbou-insette. Ktubspaargcld ver
m~crdcr gedurendc_ die voor-aanpl~n11ngsc1soen (Augustus tot November), wannccr inscttc aangckoop word. Spaar na aanplanting is 
ba1c lac~, ~t dua op. 'n .toewysmg van fondsc aan altcrnaticwc gcbruikc (minder motivcring om tc spaar tot volgendc voor
aanplantmgse1soen). H1crd1c patronc suggcreer dat lcdc die spaarklubs gcbruik as 'n middcl om insctte tc bckom, eerdcr as tipiesc 
spaarinstclli,ngs. Totale rctl~ jaarliksc dcposito's en onttrckkings in spaarklubs hct tusscn 1985 en 1987 gcdaat, vanwc'I: 'n dating in gemid
delde klubhdmaatskap. D1t hct gcpaard gcgaan met dalcndc rc~lc jaarliksc ACAT-KwaZulu bedryfsbcgrotings, wat besockc deur 
ACAT-pcrsonccl aan klubs en bystand met insctancwcring vermindcr hct. 

1. Introduction 

Africa Co-operative Action Trust (ACAT) began operating in 
KwaZulu during 1979 as a Christian missionary rural develop
ment agency. In subsequent years ACAT started operations in 
the Transkci, Swaziland, Ciskci and Bophuthatswana (ACAT, 
1989:16). The ACAT method of operation is to enter a rural 
area upon invitation and form savings clubs. These clubs teach 
people how to save towards defined goals such as the purchas
ing of input packages (ACAT, 1982a; 1982b). 

Authorities on the savings club movement in Southern Africa 
report that communal vegetable gardening is often one of the 
projects undertaken by savings clubs (Gwanya, 1988; Smith, 
1974; Bratton, 1986). Although ACAT is mainly concerned 
with the formation and functioning of savings clubs, it also of
fers services to garden clubs which operate in KwaZulu. 

Research on attributes and savings behaviour of ACAT club 
members can identify incentives for using these clubs and con
ditions under which such clubs can aid development efforts in 
rural areas. This paper identifies attributes of garden club 
members and members who belong solely to savings clubs, by 
applying discriminant analysis to data obtained from a survey 
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of clubs serviced by ACAT in KwaZulu during 1989. Savings 
behaviour of these members is studied using savings informa
tion from certain of these clubs over the period 1985 to 1988. 
Past studies of communal clubs in Southern Africa arc 
reviewed to put the local study into perspective. 

:Z. Past studies of communal clubs in Southern Afric:a 

:Z.1 Club adivities 

Many informal savings cooperative groups exist in Africa, in 
fact most rural people have membership in at least one such 
group (Kirsch, 1978:155). These groups exist for a variety of 
reasons, but mainly for purposes of self-help. 

Rotating savings and credit associations (Rosca's) arc common 
in Africa (Ardcncr, 1964; Miracle, et al, 1980). These Rosca's 
arc known by many names, in Southern Africa one of the more 
familiar being the 'stokvcl' (Thomas, 1989: 2). Members of 
such clubs contribute on a regular basis to a central fund. This 
fund is paid out at the same rate as contributions arc made. 
Payments arc made to each person in turn so that members 
who receive payments early in the rotation arc recipients of 
credit, while those who receive contributions tater use the club 
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as a savings institution (hence the name Rosca). Bouman 
reports very elaborate procedures that some of these clubs 
have to determine order of rotation (268-270). 

The main feature distinguishing savings clubs from Rosca's is 
that there is no borrowing or lending in any of their activities 
(Chimcdza, 1986: 76). The long term objective of ACAT, 
however, is that savings clubs develop into institutions making 
use of a system of revolving credit (ACAT, 1982a:2). 

Preston-Whyte and Nenc (1984: 5) indicate that extension of
ficer efforts in KwaZulu arc mainly geared towards the 
development of vegetable gardens. These clubs arc formed 
when land, usually low lying and near water, is ploughed and 
small, equally sized plots arc allocated to individual members. 
Members arc normally responsible for the care of their own 
plots, although some may use a system of rotational labour. 
The produce from an individual plot accrues to the user. There 
is an incentive to form communal gardens in KwaZulu because 
the KwaZulu Department of Agriculture (KDA) subsidizes cer
tain costs such as initial ploughing and fencing. By the end of 
1989 there were approximately 1800 communal gardens operat
ing in KwaZulu (Le Roux, 1990). 

Some clubs operate communal gardens and use the ACAT 
method of saving, whereby members individually save to pur
chase input 'packages'. Garden clubs not using the ACAT 
method of saving charge their members a higher membership 
fee than do savings clubs. In garden clubs the membership fee 
is used to purchase inputs collectively. Members receive inputs 
in proportion to the amount of money they have contributed 
(Swanepoel, 1990). The membership fee charged in savings 
clubs is used for administration expenses such as transporting 
the treasurer to town in order to bank or withdraw savings 
(ACAT, 1982c:2). 

Literature which compares communal groups in Southern 
Africa is limited. Chitsike (1988) compared 5 types of agricul
tural co-operatives in Zimbabwe and found that savings club 
members scored high on indices of farm wealth, improved 
fam1ing practices and least-cost management. This indicates 
that savings clubs can be used as an important pre-cooperative 
tool for improving agricultural productivity of small rural 
farmers. 

Seibel and Marx (1986:110) compared Nigerian cooperatives 
based on traditional savings and credit associations with those 
not based on these associations. Their results indicate that the 
former group were more effective in mobilizing personal 
savings. Traditional,communal methods of mobilizing savings 
thus seem to have an important role in rural development. 

2.2 Savings behaviour in a savings club 

Savings clubs offer rural people a place to deposit money. In 
ACAT clubs, each member has a deposit book in which trans
actions arc recorded. The club secretary also keeps a general 
register in which all individual transactions arc recorded. 
Other books kept are the clubs bank book, order and invoice 
books for input packages and a minute book(Gwanya, J..988:84). 
This system differs from the stamp system of savings used in 
the Savings Development Movement in Zimbabwe. Both sys
tems have advantages and disadvantages. The stamp system, 
for example, provides a visual representation of amount saved 
for the illiterate saver (Von Pischke and Rouse, 1983). At the 
same time, however, stamps have been known to fall out of 
books and the system also fails to teach members modern 
book-keeping skills (Chitsikc, 1988:74). 

Rose (1988) and Culvcrwell (1989) both indicate that members 
of savings clubs often deposit a large single amount with the 
club the week before input orders arc made rather than saving 
weekly. Chitsike (1988:38) writes that many members of 
savings clubs paid cash when placing orders for inputs through 
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the club and did not depend entirely on their savings. Where 
this happens, savings records do not exist for the individual, or 
if they do exist, balances are often incorrect. ACA T field 
workers may act as auditors, inspecting club books from time to 
time (Gwanya, 1988). However, the ability of ACAT staff to 
visit clubs is severely hampered by limited resources 
(Schroeder and Buchan, 1987). 

Chitsike (1988:78) found amounts saved by members in savings 
clubs in Zimbabwe to vary from low amounts during the crop 
growing season to high sums during the post-harvest season. 
Smith (1976) examined savings balances for clubs operating in 
the Ngczi district of Zimbabwe between 1973 and 1976. He 
found an increase in nominal balances before the planting 
season for each year of the period. Heeling and Knol 
(1989:37-40) report that average member savings rose during 
June and September and then fell in October for ACAT 
savings clubs in Swaziland during 1988. December savings were 
reported to be the lowest. Gwanya (1988:22) observed 
Transkeian members generally saving towards some predeter
mined goal, usually a seasonal investment such as an input 
package. Their savings were usually lowest in December, fol
lowing the planting season. 

The above review of past communal club studies indicates a 
need for more research on attributes and savings behaviour of 
local (South African) club members. By studying these aspects, 
this paper hopes to identify incentives for joining local com
munal clubs and whether local savings patterns resemble those 
of clubs elsewhere in Southern Africa. 

3. Survey data 

Communal clubs serviced by ACAT in KwaZulu were st rat ified 
by region for which ACAT field staff members were respon
sible. Eight strata which include areas from Hlanganani, On
goye, lnkhanyczi, Emzumbc, Okhahlamba, Vulamehlo, 
Vulindlela and Mphumulanga magisterial districts were iden
tified (Buchan, 1989). 

Clubs were sampled from each of these strata using Multistage 
sampling, a modified system of cluster sampling (Barnett, 
1986:126). A method of multistage sampling in which primary 
stage units (clubs) arc selected with probability proportionate 
to membership size (PPS) was used. This method controls 
variations in the size of primary sampling units (Lyne, 1981:42-
46). Secondary sampling units (SSU's) were members drawn 
from a sub-sample of selected clubs. 

In total, 43 clubs and 106 members were sampled. Sixteen of 
these clubs were communal garden clubs from which 42 mem
bcn; were sampled. Of the 64 members who belonged to 
savings clubs, only 38 had accessible savings information for the 
period 1985 to 1988. 

4. Data analysis methods 

4.1 Principal component analysis 

Principal component analysis (PCA) is used to transform a set 
of correlated variables, relating to training courses attended 
and distance from club to infrastructure, into indices. Bartlett's 
sphericity test of the null hypothesis that variables in the 
population correlation matrix arc uncorrelated is used to test 
that correlations between these variables in the relatively small 
sample arc sufficient to permit use of PCA (Stevens, 1986:365). 

4.2 Discriminant analysis 

Discriminant analysis aims to separate groups as much as pos
sible statistically (Klccka, 1975:435). This study uses dis
criminant analysis to identify attributes which distingu ish mem-
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bers belonging to garden clubs from those belonging solely to 
savings clubs. With the two defined groups, one discriminant 
function is obtained as: 

where, 

D = standardized discriminant score for i
1
h case, 

i 
d , d , ... , d = standardized weighting coefficients, and 

i i i2 ik 
X , X , ... , X = standardized independent discriminating 

,t il ik 
variables. 

(1) 

The standardized weights, d , show the relative importance of 
the independent variables, ~- The X. with relatively larger d 
account for relatively more ~f the dilcrimination between thl 
two groups (Klccka, 1975:452-454). 

Discriminant analysis assumes that independent variables are 
multivariate normal in each group. This assumption was vio
lated by most of the variables used in the analysis. In practice, 
however, discriminant analysis is robust to departures from this 
assumption and if discriminant scores (D.) arc univariate nor
mally distributed, then discriminant analykis is still statistically 
reliable (Truett, et al, 1967:521). The D . for each club member 
group were therefore inspected for unidriatc normality. 

4.3 Analysis or savings behaviour or savings club mem
bers 

Only 15 savings clubs had savings and withdrawal information 
required for an analysis of savings behaviour for the period 
1985 to 1988. Time series data on funds deposited and 
withdrawn were expressed in real terms by deflating with con
sumer price indices published by the South African Reserve 
Bank (South African Reserve Bank). 

s. Variables used to discriminate between communal 
garden club and savings dub members 

Club members were classified using a dummy variable GAR, 
which equal 1 for garden club members and O for members of 
savings clubs. Variables used to discriminate between these 
club groups arc discussed below. 

S.1 ACAT training index (PCI) 

The Non-Formal Education Exchange (1979:2) reports that 
many problems facing self-help groups result because group 
members lack organisational and communication skills. ACAT 
offers weekly self-help courses (e.g. in improving gardening and 
handicraft skills) for members of communal clubs which arc 
held at one of three training centres in KwaZulu (McCrystal, 
1988). 

An index of member ACAT training (PCT) was constructed 
from the following variables by PCA: number of training 
modules attended by member (MEMTRAIN), average percent
ages obtained in the first (MEMPERl) and second 
(MEMPER2) sections of the modules, and distance from mem
bers club to closest training centre (DISTRA). The first three 
variables were significantly positively correlated with each other 
and negatively correlated with DISI'RA (Table 1). 

The index PCT, which accounted for 69% of correlations be
tween the four variables and had an eigenvalue of 2,76, was ex
tracted as: 

PCT = 0,91267(MEMTRAIN) + 0,96386(MEMPER1) + 
0,96142(MEMPER2) - 0,2627l(DISTRA) (2) 
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Bartletts Sphericity test statistic was significant at the 1 % level, 
supporting use of principal component analysis. Equation (2) 
shows that no single variable had a dominant coefficient, 
making PCT a 'general training' index. Members belonging to 
savings clubs arc expected to make greater use of ACAT train
ing courses (score higher on index) as these courses arc actively 
promoted in ACAT savings clubs. 

Table 1 Correlations between training variables for 106 
ACAT communal club members, Kwazulu, 1989 

Variable: 

Mcmtrain 
Memperl 
Memper2 
Distra 

Memtrain Mcmperl Memper2 Distra 

1,0000 ... 
0,8117.., 
0,8039., 

-0,1963 

l,{X)()() ••• 
0,9472. 1,0000 , 

-0,1539 -0,1559 1,0000 

denotes significance at the 1 % level, significance 
at the 5% level and 
significance at the 10% level. 

5.2 Distance to Infrastructural amenities (PCD) 

Savings clubs act as catalysts which aid development by provid
ing needed infrastructure (Von Pischke and Rouse, 1983; 
Devereux, et al, 1987). Adams (1986), Bottrall (1976) and Ong, 
et al (1976) all recognise that rural deposits would increase if 
financial intermediaries opened up branches in these areas. 

An index of distance from club to certain infrastructural 
amenities (PCD) was constructed using amenities similar to 
those provided by a savings club - provision of a place where 
money can be deposited and where inputs can be obtained. 
Variables used were distances in kilometres to the nearest bank 
(DISBANK), post-office (DISPOST) and shop selling agricul
tural inputs (DISINP). As expected, correlations between 
these variables were positive because these amenities tend to 
be found at commercial centres (Table 2). 

Table 2: Correlations between distance to infrastructure vari
ables for 106 ACAT communal club members, KwaZulu, 1989 

Variable 

Dispost 
Disbank 
Disinp ... 

Dispost Disbank Disinp 
1 

1,0000 ••• 
0,9384 • ., 
0,4140 

1,0000 ••• 
0,5147 

denotes significance at 1 % level. 

1,0000 

The index PCD, which accounted for 75,9% of correlation in 
the variables and had an eigenvalue of 2,277 , was estimated as: 

PCD = 0,93264(DISPOST) + 0,96407(DISBANK) + 
0,69102(DISINP) (3) 

Bartletts Sphericity test statistic was significant at the 1 % level 
permitting use of principal component analysis. As no single 
coefficient dominates equation (3), PCD defines a 'general dis
tance' index. Members further from these amenities (higher 
index scores) arc more likely to belong to savings clubs which 
provide similar services. GAR and PCD should therefore be 
negatively correlated. 

5.3 Possession of formal savings (SA V) 

This is a dummy variable which equals 1 if the member has any 
formal savings and O if the member has no such savings. Mem
bcn of garden clubs should more likely be inclined to open for-
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as a savings institution (hence the name Rosca). Bouman 
reports very elaborate procedures that some of these clubs 
have to determine order of rotation (268-270). 

The main feature distinguishing savings clubs from Rosca's is 
that there is no borrowing or lending in any of their activities 
(Chimcdza, 1986: 76). The long term objective of ACAT, 
however, is that savings clubs develop into institutions making 
use of a system of revolving credit (ACAT, 1982a:2). 

Preston-Whyte and Nenc (1984: 5) indicate that extension of
ficer efforts in KwaZulu arc mainly geared towards the 
development of vegetable gardens. These clubs arc formed 
when land, usually low lying and near water, is ploughed and 
small, equally sized plots arc allocated to individual members. 
Members arc normally responsible for the care of their own 
plots, although some may use a system of rotational labour. 
The produce from an individual plot accrues to the user. There 
is an incentive to form communal gardens in KwaZulu because 
the KwaZulu Department of Agriculture (KDA) subsidizes cer
tain costs such as initial ploughing and fencing. By the end of 
1989 there were approximately 1800 communal gardens operat
ing in KwaZulu (Le Roux, 1990). 

Some clubs operate communal gardens and use the ACAT 
method of saving, whereby members individually save to pur
chase input 'packages'. Garden clubs not using the ACAT 
method of saving charge their members a higher membership 
fee than do savings clubs. In garden clubs the membership fee 
is used to purchase inputs collectively. Members receive inputs 
in proportion to the amount of money they have contributed 
(Swanepoel, 1990). The membership fee charged in savings 
clubs is used for administration expenses such as transporting 
the treasurer to town in order to bank or withdraw savings 
(ACAT, 1982c:2). 

Literature which compares communal groups in Southern 
Africa is limited. Chitsike (1988) compared 5 types of agricul
tural co-operatives in Zimbabwe and found that savings club 
members scored high on indices of farm wealth, improved 
fam1ing practices and least-cost management. This indicates 
that savings clubs can be used as an important pre-cooperative 
tool for improving agricultural productivity of small rural 
farmers. 

Seibel and Marx (1986:110) compared Nigerian cooperatives 
based on traditional savings and credit associations with those 
not based on these associations. Their results indicate that the 
former group were more effective in mobilizing personal 
savings. Traditional,communal methods of mobilizing savings 
thus seem to have an important role in rural development. 

2.2 Savings behaviour in a savings club 

Savings clubs offer rural people a place to deposit money. In 
ACAT clubs, each member has a deposit book in which trans
actions arc recorded. The club secretary also keeps a general 
register in which all individual transactions arc recorded. 
Other books kept are the clubs bank book, order and invoice 
books for input packages and a minute book(Gwanya, J..988:84). 
This system differs from the stamp system of savings used in 
the Savings Development Movement in Zimbabwe. Both sys
tems have advantages and disadvantages. The stamp system, 
for example, provides a visual representation of amount saved 
for the illiterate saver (Von Pischke and Rouse, 1983). At the 
same time, however, stamps have been known to fall out of 
books and the system also fails to teach members modern 
book-keeping skills (Chitsikc, 1988:74). 

Rose (1988) and Culvcrwell (1989) both indicate that members 
of savings clubs often deposit a large single amount with the 
club the week before input orders arc made rather than saving 
weekly. Chitsike (1988:38) writes that many members of 
savings clubs paid cash when placing orders for inputs through 
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the club and did not depend entirely on their savings. Where 
this happens, savings records do not exist for the individual, or 
if they do exist, balances are often incorrect. ACA T field 
workers may act as auditors, inspecting club books from time to 
time (Gwanya, 1988). However, the ability of ACAT staff to 
visit clubs is severely hampered by limited resources 
(Schroeder and Buchan, 1987). 

Chitsike (1988:78) found amounts saved by members in savings 
clubs in Zimbabwe to vary from low amounts during the crop 
growing season to high sums during the post-harvest season. 
Smith (1976) examined savings balances for clubs operating in 
the Ngczi district of Zimbabwe between 1973 and 1976. He 
found an increase in nominal balances before the planting 
season for each year of the period. Heeling and Knol 
(1989:37-40) report that average member savings rose during 
June and September and then fell in October for ACAT 
savings clubs in Swaziland during 1988. December savings were 
reported to be the lowest. Gwanya (1988:22) observed 
Transkeian members generally saving towards some predeter
mined goal, usually a seasonal investment such as an input 
package. Their savings were usually lowest in December, fol
lowing the planting season. 

The above review of past communal club studies indicates a 
need for more research on attributes and savings behaviour of 
local (South African) club members. By studying these aspects, 
this paper hopes to identify incentives for joining local com
munal clubs and whether local savings patterns resemble those 
of clubs elsewhere in Southern Africa. 

3. Survey data 

Communal clubs serviced by ACAT in KwaZulu were st rat ified 
by region for which ACAT field staff members were respon
sible. Eight strata which include areas from Hlanganani, On
goye, lnkhanyczi, Emzumbc, Okhahlamba, Vulamehlo, 
Vulindlela and Mphumulanga magisterial districts were iden
tified (Buchan, 1989). 

Clubs were sampled from each of these strata using Multistage 
sampling, a modified system of cluster sampling (Barnett, 
1986:126). A method of multistage sampling in which primary 
stage units (clubs) arc selected with probability proportionate 
to membership size (PPS) was used. This method controls 
variations in the size of primary sampling units (Lyne, 1981:42-
46). Secondary sampling units (SSU's) were members drawn 
from a sub-sample of selected clubs. 

In total, 43 clubs and 106 members were sampled. Sixteen of 
these clubs were communal garden clubs from which 42 mem
bcn; were sampled. Of the 64 members who belonged to 
savings clubs, only 38 had accessible savings information for the 
period 1985 to 1988. 

4. Data analysis methods 

4.1 Principal component analysis 

Principal component analysis (PCA) is used to transform a set 
of correlated variables, relating to training courses attended 
and distance from club to infrastructure, into indices. Bartlett's 
sphericity test of the null hypothesis that variables in the 
population correlation matrix arc uncorrelated is used to test 
that correlations between these variables in the relatively small 
sample arc sufficient to permit use of PCA (Stevens, 1986:365). 

4.2 Discriminant analysis 

Discriminant analysis aims to separate groups as much as pos
sible statistically (Klccka, 1975:435). This study uses dis
criminant analysis to identify attributes which distingu ish mem-
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bers belonging to garden clubs from those belonging solely to 
savings clubs. With the two defined groups, one discriminant 
function is obtained as: 

where, 

D = standardized discriminant score for i
1
h case, 

i 
d , d , ... , d = standardized weighting coefficients, and 

i i i2 ik 
X , X , ... , X = standardized independent discriminating 

,t il ik 
variables. 

(1) 

The standardized weights, d , show the relative importance of 
the independent variables, ~- The X. with relatively larger d 
account for relatively more ~f the dilcrimination between thl 
two groups (Klccka, 1975:452-454). 

Discriminant analysis assumes that independent variables are 
multivariate normal in each group. This assumption was vio
lated by most of the variables used in the analysis. In practice, 
however, discriminant analysis is robust to departures from this 
assumption and if discriminant scores (D.) arc univariate nor
mally distributed, then discriminant analykis is still statistically 
reliable (Truett, et al, 1967:521). The D . for each club member 
group were therefore inspected for unidriatc normality. 

4.3 Analysis or savings behaviour or savings club mem
bers 

Only 15 savings clubs had savings and withdrawal information 
required for an analysis of savings behaviour for the period 
1985 to 1988. Time series data on funds deposited and 
withdrawn were expressed in real terms by deflating with con
sumer price indices published by the South African Reserve 
Bank (South African Reserve Bank). 

s. Variables used to discriminate between communal 
garden club and savings dub members 

Club members were classified using a dummy variable GAR, 
which equal 1 for garden club members and O for members of 
savings clubs. Variables used to discriminate between these 
club groups arc discussed below. 

S.1 ACAT training index (PCI) 

The Non-Formal Education Exchange (1979:2) reports that 
many problems facing self-help groups result because group 
members lack organisational and communication skills. ACAT 
offers weekly self-help courses (e.g. in improving gardening and 
handicraft skills) for members of communal clubs which arc 
held at one of three training centres in KwaZulu (McCrystal, 
1988). 

An index of member ACAT training (PCT) was constructed 
from the following variables by PCA: number of training 
modules attended by member (MEMTRAIN), average percent
ages obtained in the first (MEMPERl) and second 
(MEMPER2) sections of the modules, and distance from mem
bers club to closest training centre (DISTRA). The first three 
variables were significantly positively correlated with each other 
and negatively correlated with DISI'RA (Table 1). 

The index PCT, which accounted for 69% of correlations be
tween the four variables and had an eigenvalue of 2,76, was ex
tracted as: 

PCT = 0,91267(MEMTRAIN) + 0,96386(MEMPER1) + 
0,96142(MEMPER2) - 0,2627l(DISTRA) (2) 
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Bartletts Sphericity test statistic was significant at the 1 % level, 
supporting use of principal component analysis. Equation (2) 
shows that no single variable had a dominant coefficient, 
making PCT a 'general training' index. Members belonging to 
savings clubs arc expected to make greater use of ACAT train
ing courses (score higher on index) as these courses arc actively 
promoted in ACAT savings clubs. 

Table 1 Correlations between training variables for 106 
ACAT communal club members, Kwazulu, 1989 

Variable: 

Mcmtrain 
Memperl 
Memper2 
Distra 

Memtrain Mcmperl Memper2 Distra 

1,0000 ... 
0,8117.., 
0,8039., 

-0,1963 

l,{X)()() ••• 
0,9472. 1,0000 , 

-0,1539 -0,1559 1,0000 

denotes significance at the 1 % level, significance 
at the 5% level and 
significance at the 10% level. 

5.2 Distance to Infrastructural amenities (PCD) 

Savings clubs act as catalysts which aid development by provid
ing needed infrastructure (Von Pischke and Rouse, 1983; 
Devereux, et al, 1987). Adams (1986), Bottrall (1976) and Ong, 
et al (1976) all recognise that rural deposits would increase if 
financial intermediaries opened up branches in these areas. 

An index of distance from club to certain infrastructural 
amenities (PCD) was constructed using amenities similar to 
those provided by a savings club - provision of a place where 
money can be deposited and where inputs can be obtained. 
Variables used were distances in kilometres to the nearest bank 
(DISBANK), post-office (DISPOST) and shop selling agricul
tural inputs (DISINP). As expected, correlations between 
these variables were positive because these amenities tend to 
be found at commercial centres (Table 2). 

Table 2: Correlations between distance to infrastructure vari
ables for 106 ACAT communal club members, KwaZulu, 1989 

Variable 

Dispost 
Disbank 
Disinp ... 

Dispost Disbank Disinp 
1 

1,0000 ••• 
0,9384 • ., 
0,4140 

1,0000 ••• 
0,5147 

denotes significance at 1 % level. 

1,0000 

The index PCD, which accounted for 75,9% of correlation in 
the variables and had an eigenvalue of 2,277 , was estimated as: 

PCD = 0,93264(DISPOST) + 0,96407(DISBANK) + 
0,69102(DISINP) (3) 

Bartletts Sphericity test statistic was significant at the 1 % level 
permitting use of principal component analysis. As no single 
coefficient dominates equation (3), PCD defines a 'general dis
tance' index. Members further from these amenities (higher 
index scores) arc more likely to belong to savings clubs which 
provide similar services. GAR and PCD should therefore be 
negatively correlated. 

5.3 Possession of formal savings (SA V) 

This is a dummy variable which equals 1 if the member has any 
formal savings and O if the member has no such savings. Mem
bcn of garden clubs should more likely be inclined to open for-
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mal savings accounts as they lack a savings facility which a 
savings club would provide. A positive relationship between 
GAR and SA V is thus expected. 

5.4 Number of annual KDA extension officer visits to 
members dub (KDA) 

Bates (1979:277) reports that KDA extension personnel ac
tively promote community gardens. Members who belong to 
garden clubs arc thus expected to receive more KDA extension 
input than would members belonging to savings clubs. 

5.5 Members annual on-farm income per household 
member (FINC) 

Garden clubs tend to be market orientated, in that surplus 
production for sale is promotcd{Lc Roux, 1990). Members or 
these clubs could therefore have higher annual on-£arm(rand) 
incomes per household member than savings club members. A 
positive relationship between GAR and FINC is anticipated. 

5.6 Monetary value of 'agricultural' assets of members 
household (WEA) 

Chitsikc (1988:132) used an index of possession of farm assets 
to measure success or cooperative members in Zimbabwe. 
Savings club members tended to have higher index scores (own 
more farm assets). Assets used to estimate WEA include, 
among others, ox-drawn implements, tractors, wheel-barrows, 
scotch carts, hand implements and knapsack sprayers. Garden 
club members in Kwazulu arc expected to hold more wealth in 
the form or farm assets than saving club members, as they tend 
to be more market orientated. 

Correlations between the six independent variables and the 
club group variable GAR arc given in Table 3. Coefficient signs 
agree with a priori reasoning on relationships between GAR 
and the discriminating variables. 

Table 3: Correlation matrix of discriminant variables for 106 
ACATcommunal club members, KwaZulu, 1989 

Variable PCT PCD SAV KDA ANC WFA GAR 

PCT 1,00 
PCD 0,08, 1,00 
SAV -0,16, 0,09 1,00 ••• 
KDA -0,15 0,06 0,26 1,00 
ANC -0,02 .. 0,04 -0,04,. 0,03 1,00 
WEA 0,18,., -0,07 -0,16, 0,07, .. 0,10 ... 1,00 
GAR -0,45 -0,11 0,13 0,27 0,24 0,10 1,00 

• •• denotes significance at the 1 % level, •• significance at the 
5% level, and • significance at the 10% level. 

6, Results 

6.1 Discriminant analysis 

Standardized coefficients estimated for the discrimi~an't func
tion distinguishing between garden and savings club members 
arc shown in Table 4. Seventy-five percent or the sample 
(estimation cases) was used to estimate the function, and 25% 
{hold-out cases) to evaluate function predictive accuracy. This 
avoids bias introduced by using the same observations to both 
estimate the function and assess classification accuracy 
(Lachcnbruch, 1975:7). To reduce probability of misclassifica
tion, prior probabilities of group membership were set propor
tional to group size (Hope, 1968:106). The stepwise procedure 
which minimizes Wilks' lambda was used to control entry of 
variables into the function. Only those discriminating variables 
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which added a statistically significant amount (at the 10% level 
or below) to the separation of the groups entered the function 
(Klecka, 1975:452-454). 

Members of garden clubs have higher annual on-farm incomes 
per household member than those who belong solely to savings 
clubs. This may be due to surplus production for sale being 
encouraged in garden clubs. It also reflects the agricultural 
production orientation of members. Surveyed garden club 
members reported that a lack of facilities for selling produce 
hampered product marketing. 

Members belonging to savings clubs tend to receive more 
ACAT training white garden club members tend to have more 
KDA extension personnel visits. Both club types offer mem
bers the incentive or access to technical agricultural informa
tion and training. 

Table 4: Discriminant function results for variables which best 
distinguish between ACAT garden club and savings club mem
bers, KwaZulu, 1989 

Independent 
variable 

Member group means 
Garden club Savings club 

ANC(R) 
PC 
KDA 
PCD 

208,46 
-18,66 
16,64 
46,88 

104,26,· .. 
29,07 
4,93·:: 

65,45 

••• denotes significantly different group means at the 1 % level, 
•• the 5% level, and • the 10% level. 

Independent 
variable 

Coefficients 
Unstandardized 

ANC 
PCT 
KDA 
PCD 
(CONSTANT) 

F 

0,0029 
-0,0082 
0,0342 

-0,0135 
0,1877 

Wilks' lambda 
Canonical correlation 

Predictive Accuracy 
% or cases correctly classified: 
Estimation cases: 
Garden club members 
Savings club members 
All members 

Hold-out cases: 
Garden club members 
Savings club members 
All members 

6,26'" 
0,70 
0,55 

70,4 
88,6 
81,7 

66,7 
85,0 
77,1 

F-valuc 
Standardized 

0,6279 
-0,5771 
0,5701 

-0,3704 

1,1s::· 
6,13 .. 
6,20,. 
3,95 

••• denotes significance at the 1% level, and•• the 5% level. 

Garden club members tend to be closer to infrastructural 
amenities than savings club members. Savings clubs arc there
fore used by people who arc further from amenities, suggesting 
that they benefit from the substitute services provided by these 
clubs. 

The F statistic (6,26) is significant at the 1 % level indicating 
that the independent variables collectively, significantly distin
guish between the two groups. The relatively high Wilks' 
lambda (0,70) and low canonical correlation (0,55) indicates 
that the discriminant function is fairly successful at separating 
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the two groups. The discriminant function correctly claS&ifics 
the majority (77,1%) of hold-out sample members. Dis
criminant scores for both membership groups were ap
proximately univariate normally distributed, implying that dis
criminant analysis is suitable for distinguishing between the two 
groups (Swancpocl, 1990). 

Possession of formal savings, SAV, and monetary value of 
agricultural assets, WEA, only entered the function at the 60% 
and 39% significance levels, respectively, implying that they arc 
poor discriminators. 

6.2 Savings behaviour In savings dubs 

Only 15 savings clubs had accessible savings and withdrawal in
formation from 1985 to 1988. This is due to old registers being 
misplaced or thrown out, and some people paying cash for their 
inputs instead of using the ACA T saving facility. 

Interest on funds in these clubs is not allocated to individual 
savers as the arithmetic involved is too complex. The main in
centive to save therefore would be to obtain input packages 
which can be purchased through the club (one savings club ac
rually lent out money on which it charged interest). In clubs 
without accessible information, registers were incorrectly kept 
with figures sometimes entered in the wrong columns and 
columns having incorrect balances. Clubs using this method of 
saving arc dependent on registers being available. When 
registers are full, there is often a few weeks delay before new 
registers are purchased from ACAT staff members. This dis
rupts the recording process. 

Figure 1 shows total real monthly savings and withdrawals for 
15 savings clubs during 1985. Savings increase during the pre
planting season months (August to November), when input 
purchases arc made. This implies that members of savings 
clubs rationally use their club facilities to get access to inputs. 
They may not necessarily use savings clubs to build up savings 
deposits. 
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Figure 1: Total real monthly savings and withdrawals for 15 
ACA T savings clubs, KwaZulu, 1985 (June 1985 = 100) 
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Post-planting savings arc low, indicating allocation of funds to 
alternative uses such as keeping money aside for Christmas 
celebrations and family expenditure. These savings patterns 
follow those identified by Smith (1976) in Zimbabwe, Heeling 
and Knot (1989) in Swaziland and Gwanya (1988) in the 
Transkei. 

Real total amounts saved and withdrawn during 1986 fell by 
43% from 1985 levels. Real 1987 and 1988 amounts saved and 
withdrawn were similar to 1986 levels. Savings patterns in 
these years did, however, follow the same monthly trend as 
shown in figure 1, indicating that members still 'target saved' to 
purchase input 'packages'. 

Two factors arc probably responsible for the fall in real 
amounts saved and withdrawn from 1985 through to 1987. 
Firstly, people may have started to pay cash for inputs instead 
of saving through their clubs, once access to inputs was secured. 
Secondly, average membership of tl,c 15 clubs fell from ap
proximately 23 to 15 members over the period. 

Falling membership was associated with a drop in the real an
nual operating budget of ACAT-KwaZulu from R390 527 in 
1984 to R215 246 in 1987 (ACAT, 1984-1987). This led to 
fewer staff visits and less assistance with delivery of inputs 
during this period {Trollip,1989). The fall in average member
ship resembles Gwanya's (1988) findings for ACAT savings 
clubs in the Transkci. It suggests a swing by savings club mem
bers towards other savings and input purchasing opportunities, 
where interest may be allocated and where input supply serv
ices are better. The drop in savings and withdrawals for input 
orders in the clubs was not associated with rising input package 
prices as real input package prices, remained constant over the 
study period (Agsccds, 1984-1989). 

7. Conclusions 

Discriminant analysis indicates that garden club members tend 
to have higher annual 'on-farm' income per household mem
ber. This could result from garden clubs encouraging their 
members to market surplus production. Communal gardens 
can therefore become important tools for raising household in
comes in the surveyed areas. 

Members belonging to savings clubs tend to have more ACAT 
training experience than garden club members, while garden 
club members tend to have more KDA extension personnel 
visits. Members of savings clubs seem to rely more heavily on 
ACAT for extension input. Both club types offer members the 
incentive of access to technical information and training which 
can raise farm productivity. 

Members of savings clubs tend to be further from infrastruc
tural amenities than garden club members. Members may join 
savings clubs to benefit from the substitute services they 
provide (place to purchase inputs and deposit money). 

Savings club registers arc not being used effectively. Apart 
from there being no interest incentive to encourage saving, 
registers appear too complicated for use by club secretaries. 
Savings club members tend to deposit more funds in clubs just 
before the planting season (August to November). Post plant· 
ing savings arc much lower, indicating allocation of funds to al
ternative uses {reduced incentive to save until next planting 
season). These patterns suggest that savings clubs arc used as 
suppliers of inputs rather than as typical savings institutions. 

Real amounts saved and withdrawn in surveyed clubs fell be
tween 1985 and 1987 due to a decrease in average membership. 
This was associated with a fall in real annual ACAT-KwaZulu 
operating budgets. The budget cuts had a detrimental effect on 
ACAT services (staff visits and assistance with input 
deliveries), causing members to seek alternative sources for ob
taining inputs and depositing money. 
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mal savings accounts as they lack a savings facility which a 
savings club would provide. A positive relationship between 
GAR and SA V is thus expected. 

5.4 Number of annual KDA extension officer visits to 
members dub (KDA) 

Bates (1979:277) reports that KDA extension personnel ac
tively promote community gardens. Members who belong to 
garden clubs arc thus expected to receive more KDA extension 
input than would members belonging to savings clubs. 

5.5 Members annual on-farm income per household 
member (FINC) 

Garden clubs tend to be market orientated, in that surplus 
production for sale is promotcd{Lc Roux, 1990). Members or 
these clubs could therefore have higher annual on-£arm(rand) 
incomes per household member than savings club members. A 
positive relationship between GAR and FINC is anticipated. 

5.6 Monetary value of 'agricultural' assets of members 
household (WEA) 

Chitsikc (1988:132) used an index of possession of farm assets 
to measure success or cooperative members in Zimbabwe. 
Savings club members tended to have higher index scores (own 
more farm assets). Assets used to estimate WEA include, 
among others, ox-drawn implements, tractors, wheel-barrows, 
scotch carts, hand implements and knapsack sprayers. Garden 
club members in Kwazulu arc expected to hold more wealth in 
the form or farm assets than saving club members, as they tend 
to be more market orientated. 

Correlations between the six independent variables and the 
club group variable GAR arc given in Table 3. Coefficient signs 
agree with a priori reasoning on relationships between GAR 
and the discriminating variables. 

Table 3: Correlation matrix of discriminant variables for 106 
ACATcommunal club members, KwaZulu, 1989 

Variable PCT PCD SAV KDA ANC WFA GAR 

PCT 1,00 
PCD 0,08, 1,00 
SAV -0,16, 0,09 1,00 ••• 
KDA -0,15 0,06 0,26 1,00 
ANC -0,02 .. 0,04 -0,04,. 0,03 1,00 
WEA 0,18,., -0,07 -0,16, 0,07, .. 0,10 ... 1,00 
GAR -0,45 -0,11 0,13 0,27 0,24 0,10 1,00 

• •• denotes significance at the 1 % level, •• significance at the 
5% level, and • significance at the 10% level. 

6, Results 

6.1 Discriminant analysis 

Standardized coefficients estimated for the discrimi~an't func
tion distinguishing between garden and savings club members 
arc shown in Table 4. Seventy-five percent or the sample 
(estimation cases) was used to estimate the function, and 25% 
{hold-out cases) to evaluate function predictive accuracy. This 
avoids bias introduced by using the same observations to both 
estimate the function and assess classification accuracy 
(Lachcnbruch, 1975:7). To reduce probability of misclassifica
tion, prior probabilities of group membership were set propor
tional to group size (Hope, 1968:106). The stepwise procedure 
which minimizes Wilks' lambda was used to control entry of 
variables into the function. Only those discriminating variables 
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which added a statistically significant amount (at the 10% level 
or below) to the separation of the groups entered the function 
(Klecka, 1975:452-454). 

Members of garden clubs have higher annual on-farm incomes 
per household member than those who belong solely to savings 
clubs. This may be due to surplus production for sale being 
encouraged in garden clubs. It also reflects the agricultural 
production orientation of members. Surveyed garden club 
members reported that a lack of facilities for selling produce 
hampered product marketing. 

Members belonging to savings clubs tend to receive more 
ACAT training white garden club members tend to have more 
KDA extension personnel visits. Both club types offer mem
bers the incentive or access to technical agricultural informa
tion and training. 

Table 4: Discriminant function results for variables which best 
distinguish between ACAT garden club and savings club mem
bers, KwaZulu, 1989 

Independent 
variable 

Member group means 
Garden club Savings club 

ANC(R) 
PC 
KDA 
PCD 

208,46 
-18,66 
16,64 
46,88 

104,26,· .. 
29,07 
4,93·:: 

65,45 

••• denotes significantly different group means at the 1 % level, 
•• the 5% level, and • the 10% level. 

Independent 
variable 

Coefficients 
Unstandardized 

ANC 
PCT 
KDA 
PCD 
(CONSTANT) 

F 

0,0029 
-0,0082 
0,0342 

-0,0135 
0,1877 

Wilks' lambda 
Canonical correlation 

Predictive Accuracy 
% or cases correctly classified: 
Estimation cases: 
Garden club members 
Savings club members 
All members 

Hold-out cases: 
Garden club members 
Savings club members 
All members 

6,26'" 
0,70 
0,55 

70,4 
88,6 
81,7 

66,7 
85,0 
77,1 

F-valuc 
Standardized 

0,6279 
-0,5771 
0,5701 

-0,3704 

1,1s::· 
6,13 .. 
6,20,. 
3,95 

••• denotes significance at the 1% level, and•• the 5% level. 

Garden club members tend to be closer to infrastructural 
amenities than savings club members. Savings clubs arc there
fore used by people who arc further from amenities, suggesting 
that they benefit from the substitute services provided by these 
clubs. 

The F statistic (6,26) is significant at the 1 % level indicating 
that the independent variables collectively, significantly distin
guish between the two groups. The relatively high Wilks' 
lambda (0,70) and low canonical correlation (0,55) indicates 
that the discriminant function is fairly successful at separating 
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the two groups. The discriminant function correctly claS&ifics 
the majority (77,1%) of hold-out sample members. Dis
criminant scores for both membership groups were ap
proximately univariate normally distributed, implying that dis
criminant analysis is suitable for distinguishing between the two 
groups (Swancpocl, 1990). 

Possession of formal savings, SAV, and monetary value of 
agricultural assets, WEA, only entered the function at the 60% 
and 39% significance levels, respectively, implying that they arc 
poor discriminators. 

6.2 Savings behaviour In savings dubs 

Only 15 savings clubs had accessible savings and withdrawal in
formation from 1985 to 1988. This is due to old registers being 
misplaced or thrown out, and some people paying cash for their 
inputs instead of using the ACA T saving facility. 

Interest on funds in these clubs is not allocated to individual 
savers as the arithmetic involved is too complex. The main in
centive to save therefore would be to obtain input packages 
which can be purchased through the club (one savings club ac
rually lent out money on which it charged interest). In clubs 
without accessible information, registers were incorrectly kept 
with figures sometimes entered in the wrong columns and 
columns having incorrect balances. Clubs using this method of 
saving arc dependent on registers being available. When 
registers are full, there is often a few weeks delay before new 
registers are purchased from ACAT staff members. This dis
rupts the recording process. 

Figure 1 shows total real monthly savings and withdrawals for 
15 savings clubs during 1985. Savings increase during the pre
planting season months (August to November), when input 
purchases arc made. This implies that members of savings 
clubs rationally use their club facilities to get access to inputs. 
They may not necessarily use savings clubs to build up savings 
deposits. 
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Figure 1: Total real monthly savings and withdrawals for 15 
ACA T savings clubs, KwaZulu, 1985 (June 1985 = 100) 
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Post-planting savings arc low, indicating allocation of funds to 
alternative uses such as keeping money aside for Christmas 
celebrations and family expenditure. These savings patterns 
follow those identified by Smith (1976) in Zimbabwe, Heeling 
and Knot (1989) in Swaziland and Gwanya (1988) in the 
Transkei. 

Real total amounts saved and withdrawn during 1986 fell by 
43% from 1985 levels. Real 1987 and 1988 amounts saved and 
withdrawn were similar to 1986 levels. Savings patterns in 
these years did, however, follow the same monthly trend as 
shown in figure 1, indicating that members still 'target saved' to 
purchase input 'packages'. 

Two factors arc probably responsible for the fall in real 
amounts saved and withdrawn from 1985 through to 1987. 
Firstly, people may have started to pay cash for inputs instead 
of saving through their clubs, once access to inputs was secured. 
Secondly, average membership of tl,c 15 clubs fell from ap
proximately 23 to 15 members over the period. 

Falling membership was associated with a drop in the real an
nual operating budget of ACAT-KwaZulu from R390 527 in 
1984 to R215 246 in 1987 (ACAT, 1984-1987). This led to 
fewer staff visits and less assistance with delivery of inputs 
during this period {Trollip,1989). The fall in average member
ship resembles Gwanya's (1988) findings for ACAT savings 
clubs in the Transkci. It suggests a swing by savings club mem
bers towards other savings and input purchasing opportunities, 
where interest may be allocated and where input supply serv
ices are better. The drop in savings and withdrawals for input 
orders in the clubs was not associated with rising input package 
prices as real input package prices, remained constant over the 
study period (Agsccds, 1984-1989). 

7. Conclusions 

Discriminant analysis indicates that garden club members tend 
to have higher annual 'on-farm' income per household mem
ber. This could result from garden clubs encouraging their 
members to market surplus production. Communal gardens 
can therefore become important tools for raising household in
comes in the surveyed areas. 

Members belonging to savings clubs tend to have more ACAT 
training experience than garden club members, while garden 
club members tend to have more KDA extension personnel 
visits. Members of savings clubs seem to rely more heavily on 
ACAT for extension input. Both club types offer members the 
incentive of access to technical information and training which 
can raise farm productivity. 

Members of savings clubs tend to be further from infrastruc
tural amenities than garden club members. Members may join 
savings clubs to benefit from the substitute services they 
provide (place to purchase inputs and deposit money). 

Savings club registers arc not being used effectively. Apart 
from there being no interest incentive to encourage saving, 
registers appear too complicated for use by club secretaries. 
Savings club members tend to deposit more funds in clubs just 
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